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'«Another New Lamp" Trimmed- Vix! 

An Answer to "Another New Lamp?" 

(1) "Now iter duett may be good Latin, perhaps 
even iter aliquem ducit." These flickering hypothe- 
ses burst into veritable brilliancy under Vergil's 
(A e i 401) qua te ducit via, derige gressum. 

(2) "To allow the 'iter' to lead the army is un- 
warrantably to deprive the 'imperator' of his most 
important function." Sound etymology has nothing 
to do with "sound"; and a "lead" of a road has no 
more to do with "lead" of a general than "a Welsh- 
rabbit" has to do with a Molly Cotton-Tail. 

(3) "Ut Caesar exercitum ducer et implies the 
completion of a stage . in the journey before the 
actual departure is chronicled." As a result, du- 
cerei is the result of exquisito, and the engineering 
or the exploration of Diviciacus, not being a result 
of Caesar profectus est, but on the contrary the 
already established ground of that action, under the 
Latin Stylistic development of ideas, properly pre- 
cedes in appearance the main action. "Comple- 
tion", whether as tense-value or as a logical factor, 
is not in point; and "stage" is inappropriate. 

(4) "If the sentence be an indirect question, 
either iter or Caesar must be the subject." Caesar 
could not possibly be the subject, unless the refer- 
ence were to a matter of fact - as to whether Caesar 
was actually leading this way or that - which is 
irrelevant; for, a route being pioneered to guide 
Caesar's march, the subjunctive alone would not 
be adequate to indicate whether Caesar should 
{ought to) proceed in a given direction. The hy- 
pothesis of an original subjunctive is, under the 
circumstances, not worth consideration - whether 
that subjunctive be potential or deliberative. 

(5) "The words milittm amplius, etc, form the 
stumbling-block; for it seems strange that Caesar 
should deliberately have set in his purpose the mini- 
mum length of the circuit he should make." As 
aforesaid, this may be a case of "attraction" (Post- 
gate, Breal) or of "contamination" (Paul) ; and, 

in that case, "deliberately" is out of place. How- 
ever, there is no real "stumbling-block" - the Latin 
words indicate only a round number, "about fifty 
miles, perhaps rather more". Caesar apparently 
wanted to occupy a certain time, that the spirits of 
his soldiers might be recovered; and "some fifty-odd 
miles thro* open country" seemed to him about the 
distance, and a march thro* open country the kind 
of secure activity, to attain his ends. What is 
strange in planning a route to meet such conditions? 
Does not every clerk do something like it for his 
summer- vacation when he greases his bicycle? 

(6) "A typographical device removes the whole 
difficulty." That is to say a pedagogical expedient 
disposes of an essential complication! There is no 
objection to the device and to the proposed render- 
ing as commentary; but, as fundamental doctrine, 
they are simple evasions, growing out of an inade- 
quate conception of purpose. Here it can be said 
only that one's primary purpose is often modified 
by circumstances that have to be taken into account 
as conditions of any approximate accomplishment, 
and these circumstances and conditions then become 
part of a secondary purpose. Caesar wanted a de- 
tour, to avoid immediate collision with Ariovistus: 
he wanted the march thro* open country, to offset 
the confessed fear of ambush : he found a route that 
would afford these advantages; and he compre- 
hended all those details in his ultimate plan. 

(7) Peskett (ad loc) annotates: "ut duceret] 
the clause depends loosely on itinere exquisito 'hav- 
ing found out the route, viz : that he should lead' ". 
This seems to interpret exquisito as prescriptive, 
implying an injunction to proceed by the only prac- 
ticable route - an interpretation that eliminates Cae- 
sar from the programme, and substitutes topography 
for policy. Vera Doughty 
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P S: Apropos, a Baconian friend tells me that 
SKakespeare undoubtedly refers to punctuation in: 

"Imperious Caesar, dead and turned to clay, 
Might stop a hole to keep the wind away". 

"New Wine in Old Bottles "-Never 

Some criticisms of my interpretation of m/ .... 
duceret B G I 41, and quln .... édñcat B G 
III 18, as given in The Latin Leaflet Jan 6, were 
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printed in The Leaflet Feb 3 under the suggestive 
title, ''New Lamps for Old" - Sometimes. 

My Critic - whether he be he or she be she I of 
course am in doubt since he, or she, is Vera 
Doughty - admits the possible correctness of my in- 
terpretation of ut . . . .ducerei, but defends entirely 
the old interpretation of non longius abesse quin 
próxima node Sabinus clam ex castrïs ë due at, "and 
not later than the following night Sabinus will 
secretly lead out his army". 

I said, first, that this translation is incorrect since 
próxima nocte, being in that relative clause following 
quin, can not be the modifier of the comparative in 
the main clause; and, secondly, it can not be correct 
because longius abesse has no reference whatever to 
time. These two propositions I still maintain 
though Vera Doughty challenges both. As the lat- 
ter is more vital and fundamental, I will consider it 
first. I maintain that the sentence means that it is 
not very far from certain that Sabinus will lead his 
army out of camp the next night stealthily, or Sa- 
binus is almost certain to lead, etc. 

First, my critic thinks that my interpretation of 
the comparative longius as meaning "very far" is 
not justifiable. Very well. "I appeal to Caesar." 
Compare neque diüiius B G III 9 and diligentius 
VI 13. Also Cicero Manil XVI 47 mãgnis imperã- 
töribus prop ter fortünam saepius exercitas esse 
commissõs, where saepius can mean nothing but 
"very often". Also in XI, Testis est Herum et 
saepius Italia, Italy is again and again (repeatedly, 
very often) a witness. 

Vera Doughty says that "longius is due to the 
idea of comparison in abesse". Substitute "sepa- 
ration" for "comparison" and this will be correct. 
He also admits that the idea in abesse quin is alike 
in all the examples. True; and vitally important, 
as we shall see later. He quotes Suetonius Cai 
22: nee multum äfuit statim diadèma sümeret 
as a parallel example, which I admit is an excel- 
lent one. 

In order to show that my interpretation of longius 
is incorrect, and that próxima node modifies longius 
as he claims it does, he translates this sentence from 
Suetonius "not further off than immediately" or "in 
a little less time than no time at all" ; and says that 
multum abesse "involves an idea of comparison", 
completed by statim. Well, this rejection of my 
translation of longius and the attempt to explain 
multum abesse as a comparative is straining at a 
gnat and swallowing a camel indeed. Ah! quid 
ante quid querar? Of course this translation and 
explanation are necessary if the translation from 
Caesar is correct. But this translation from Sue- 
tonius is grammatically impossible, logically ab- 
surd, and absolutely false to the fact. The fact is 
Caligula did not assume the crown at all. Sue- 
tonius says that he had assumed many titles and 
marks of arbitrary power, and adds that in a fit of 
jealous conceit he came very near assuming the 
crown at once. 

By no grammar or logic can multum abesse mean 
"further than". And even if it could and did. 
qua m would then be needed before statim. And if 
statim could be used after abesse in the sense of 
"far from immediately", ab would not be required 
before statim, just as ab is really used before ed 
which does modify abesse in exactly that sense in 
B G V 2: Caesar naves invëtiit Instruct as neque 

multum abesse ab eo, quïn paucls dicbus deduci pos- 
sint. Caesar found his ships already built, and that 
it did not lack much of this, that they could be 
launched in a few days ; that is, they were not far 
from such a condition that they could be launched 
in a few days. Here instead of connecting the quin- 
clause directly to abesse, Caesar throws in ab eõ, of 
which the quin-clause is an appositive. The pronoun 
is is often thus used to introduce various substan- 
tive clauses with ut, ne, quod, quïn. In such cases 
the nature of the clause is determined by the con- 
struction or meaning of the pronoun. See Cic 
Cat III ii 4: in eõ, ut . . . . sentirem: in the 
effort to find; Caes IV 31 : ex eõ, quod: from the fact 
that, or because. The ab eõ before quin proves con- 
clusively what I have said, that the gwtn-clause in 
these examples is used after abesse, just as it is after 
verbs of hindering, due to the idea of separation, 
or falling short, in abesse. Compare Germani reti- 
neri non poterant quin tela conicerant and Caesar 
suõs ä proeliõ continêbat. 

If longius ab merely designated time and the sen- 
tence meant that the leading out of the army would 
not be further off than the next night, the clause, 
which is introduced by quin, would be the imper- 
sonal subject of abesse, and, being independent of 
ab as an element of separation, would not have quin 
but ut, just like the first ut after tantum abest. Cic 
Manil XXIV 71. Or what is more likely, the peri- 
phrasis with abest would be avoided altogether. 

But the question in all these examples is not how 
far or near the accomplishment of the fact is in 
time, but how far it falls short of accomplishment 
at all. Graed autem, etsi minimum äfuit quin sub- 
mergerentur, nüllo accepts damnö cursum tenuërunt. 
But the Greeks kept right on, although there was 
the merest chance that they would not be sunk. 

These examples all contain the same idiom. No 
one would think of considering minimum as an ele- 
ment of time. But if próxima node modifies lon- 
gius B G III 18, longius must mean time, and, as 
longius merely extends ab, ab must mean time. But 
if ab means time in one of these examples it does in 
the others, which we have shown is absurd in some 
and false to the fact in others. 

Again, to speak axiomatically, ab can not in the 
same sentence both mean separation and thus be 
the cause of the gttïn-clause as the object from 
which and still be merely an adverbial element of 
time predicated of the gwïn-clause, as the subject of 
est. But we have already proved by the example of 
Caesar himself (B G V 2) that the ab does denote 
separation and thus makes necessary the quin- 
clause. Therefore our argument from grammar 
and logic based on proofs from Caesar and other 
classic authors culminates in a mathematical dem- 
onstration that longius, multum, paulum, minimum, 
nihil with abest quin do not and can not mean time, 
and that próxima node can not possibly modify 
longius in B G III 18. 

In my first paper I said that próxima node, being 
in the relative clause, could not, for this reason, be 
taken with longius in the main clause. This state- 
ment Vera Doughty very doughtily challenges. 
The citations which he made raise some very inter- 
esting and intricate points which I will discuss in 
another paper. 

Hartford High School 
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